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HMS Prize Giving ceremony in Croatia
  

Last weekend, the Croatian Federation HMS organised the yearly Prize Giving Ceremony in
Jastrebarsko.

  
A total of 250 invited people joined the Ceremony with many trophies, plates, cups and awards.

 HMS can be proud of the presence and nice words of many important sponsors, partners and
representatives of all kind of authorities.

 After the opening words of the HMS President, Mr. Stjepan Persin and of the invited authorities, the
Ceremony started. Not only the sports disciplines, but also the touristic Meritum holders filled the
podium.

  
It is remarkable that representatives of the clubs played an important role in this Ceremony and that
their champions received points for a kind of Club Championship.

 In fact, in this way, riders have a strong relation with the clubs.
 Croatia is divided in 21 Counties and the representatives received several awards.

 In a very nice atmosphere, all champions received their prizes and some of them even an



exchange trophy for one year.
  

In motocross, trial and vintage, there is a close cooperation with the Slovenian Federation in the
use of tracks and exchange of riders.

 The FIM Europe President, Mr. Martin de Graaff, was present at this Prize Giving Ceremony and
highlighted the good relationship with HMS.

 In July, the  Croatian Federation will host the FIM Europe Congress in Zagreb.
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 Some moments of the award ceremony - photo by Matija Grgas 
  

 
 
 
The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.
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